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ISSUE NO. 1

EMPOWERING PEOPLE OF AFRICAN DESCENT



       reetings Members, Partners and Stakeholders!
 
Welcome to the first edition of the African Voices
Forum Limited newsletter "The Forum".  The
Forum signifies our voice, it is the platform and our
loud speaker to inform, advocate, engage and
empower our membership on local, national and
international issues, focusing on socio-economic,
cultural, political, educational and traditional views.
 
AVF is an umbrella organisation with 16 affiliations
of African led community organisations and
business, as well as associate partners. We are
based in the South West region of England. The
Forum will reflect our values and to be a Mouth
Piece of reaching out to support active and
sustainable African and Caribbean heritage
communities and to intervene where those voices
are concerns. We aim to enable people of African
descent to have a voice that feeds into the
mainstream, address social justice, tackling
inequality, reduce isolation through community
cohesion & integration, address environmental
issues and to address global education through
bringing Africa into the curriculum. 
 

EDITOR'S MESSAGE

The platform to
inform, advocate,

engage and
empower our
membership

History has taught us that, for you to achieve,
one has to persevere. To be seen, one must be
heard. Therefore, i am optimistic that "the forum
newsletter" will advocate our position for equality
and diversity, educate, entertain, empower and
engage all. 
 
We welcome the first edition under the theme 
“City of Hope”,  I have no doubt in the ability,
capability and dedication of the editorial board to
provide a rich professional, colourful and
succulent materials that will suit human
consumption.
 
Therefore, my dear members and partners,
please take this opportunity to welcome,
embrace, promote and disseminate our ‘first
editorial of “The Forum”. 

Thank you.
 
David Dravie-John  
Editor-in-chief

G



Priti Patel’s post-Brexit immigration plan could see
740,000 migrant key workers barred from UK. Nearly
750,000 key workers currently in the UK would have
been blocked from coming under the Government’s post-
Brexit migration plan, the Home Office has confirmed. 

Low-skilled migrants including carers, taxi drivers,
hospital porters and prison officers will be unable to
apply for a work visa from next January, when free
movement from the EU will end. 

In 2018, estimates from the APS show that there were
approximately 1.9 million people employed in health care
in the UK. Of these 88% were British nationals¹, while
6% were EU nationals and 6% non-EU nationals. 

The Wind-rush scandal began to
surface in 2017 after it emerged that
hundreds of Commonwealth citizens,
many of whom were from the ‘Wind-
rush’ generation, had been wrongly
detained, deported and denied legal
rights. Coverage of these individuals’
stories began to break in several
newspapers, and Caribbean leaders
took the issue up with then-prime
minister, Theresa May. There was
widespread shock and outrage at the
fact that so many Black Britons had
had their lives devastated by Britain’s
deeply flawed and discriminatory
immigration system. 

This is similar to the overall resident population where
in 2018, 6% were EU nationals and 4% non-EU
nationals. Over the medium term, the proportion of
non-British nationals in the healthcare workforce has
remained broadly stable (Figure 1). 

At the same time, the numbers have increased from
155,000 to 227,000, with EU nationals accounting for
the majority of the increase (from 56,000 in 2012 to
116,000 in 2018).  In Bristol there were an estimated
12,000 jobs in adult social care, split between local
authorities (9%), independent sector providers (79%)
and jobs working for direct payment recipients (12%). 

As at September 2018, Bristol contained 167 CQC
regulated services; of these, 112 were residential and
55 were non-residential services.

Tilbury Docks, Essex (22 June 1948)

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



Peninah 
Can you explain the thinking behind this vision of
seeing Bristol as a City of Hope? What
assurance can you give to our community and
residents of Bristol to ensure that they see Bristol
as a City of Hope and that they’re inspired to
play their part?  What tangible action will you
take to provide those assurances apart from
what is stated in the One City Plan?

Marvin
I like the word Hope on purpose and I choose it
over “Optimism” – because lots of hard work
goes unrewarded and underpaid, issues that
particularly affect our communities because of
injustice.  I often share a proverb “We Don’t
Despise Our Sufferings, because Sufferings
Produces Perseverance, Perseverance
Character And Character Hope. Whilst I cannot
give assurance, we are doing our best to put the
tools and the support in people’s lives so that
when they do face suffering there is something
to support their transition and to overcome those
challenges.

Affordable homes, driving in on mental health for children and young people, we doing a lot with
the economy board about how we build inclusion in our economic plan, the city leadership
programme (aimed at high aspiration young people which includes mentoring with Babbassa)
Stepping Up Programme – 3rd Cohort which has extended to women and disabled people
where 60% got promoted within 8 months.
Magistracy - we support people in senior position, magistracy in 2018 we filled up the council
chamber with people from our community 11 from 33 came from Black and Asian communities to
help people step into leadership positions.Through Global Parliament, as Mayors we are talking
to City leaders about how we can support the African continent to become stronger; increasing
our representation at magistrate levels give us an opening and a starting position, however we
need to go further to get our communities moving higher into positions of leadership so we can
make an impact. We need our communities to step up to do this together. It takes a village to
support our young people. It is important that communities support people in power and to for us
to develop a positive feedback loop in order for us to impact as a community.

Tangible activity such as...
1.

2.

3.

MARVIN REES
RESPONDS TO
THE CITY OF
HOPE IN
CONVERSATION
WITH PENINAH
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Peninah
How is Bristol City Council using the wind-rush
lessons learned review to drive immigration policy?

Peninah
In what areas do you think in your role as Mayor of
Bristol, you can collaborate and or work with
African communities in Bristol both on local and
international issues?

Peninah
The new immigration proposals are due to come in
force early next year i.e. 2021, this will have a very
significant impact on Social Health Care workers
and their families, many of whom are from our
communities, their families will include 2/3rd
generations – what vision can you impart to our
Young People who could be impacted on by the
implementation of those proposals?

Marvin
There are lessons, but i don’t know if they
will be learned or whether the current
government wants to apply any learning. We
have had a hostile policy and environment
since 2012, the idea is morally repugnant
and it’s a moral failing and a political effort
there is piece of work that needs to be done
about reconciliation and redress,the
compensation has been woefully inadequate
they are also not too concerned about the
people who have suffered from it.

Marvin
Five critiques of what is not perfect is worth
nowhere near one recommendation of a
solution. We are hot on analysis and hot on
the failings of other people and light on
delivery and that is one of the biggest
challenges of our community. Our children
need solutions not just analysis. So - People
need to do their research, Step-up and Lead
– we need black teachers. We need to seat
round tables where decisions are being
made and we need to engage with the
initiatives such as One Curriculum, One City
Plan and Support initiatives being driven by
organisations such as Babbasa on
supporting young people.

Marvin
As part of the Core cities role we have been
putting pressure and have campaigned to “
Lift the Ban” in terms of supporting people
without recourse to public funds, homeless
people etc. and although we were not
successful we continue to try.  We are
shaping Global Policy through my role in the
Global Peoples Parliament and we are
involved in discussions on migration within
the Mayor’s migration council alongside the
mayor of Freetown, Montreo, Aman, Sao
Paulo – it is important to make a JUST
welcoming  environment at target cities but
we also need tackle climate change as a
driver of global injustice and justice in
transition where we have seen many lives
lost, some of the Mayors also want to keep
their citizens which is understandable so we
have to find ways of supporting the African
continent. In addition to this we continue to
keep our children centres open.http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



Marvin
We are bringing together group of reputable
people from various backgrounds, who will
develop a convening point and guide us
through who we are and how we got here – it is
about Colston as a focal point. Bristol can
decide who they want to honour, we also need
to talk about the history of working-class
people, as we are all multi-dimensional. Their
role is to give us material and for us to have the
discussions that are necessary. My role is to
come up with a way of helping the city enter
into those discussion and engage. I want
history groups to feed information in.  Ideally
we will announce topics and themes on things
that we they can spend 4-6 months focusing on
– so people can have the opportunity to pull
stuff together. We want to capture full
knowledge from Academics as a form of
validation in terms of evidence and using the
consultation consider other knowledge that
comes through. People like David Olusoga
have built a reputation and can defend the
outcomes. We want people to look into lineage
and genealogy too.

On the question as to whether reparation can
be addressed within these conversations? I do
believe in the idea of reparation - I was
involved in Jubilee 2000 which was about the
cancellation of debt by institutions like the world
bank. When the economy plummeted, they
were being pushed to pay those debts. We did
manage to get the debts cancelled and
restitution given against some of those bad
policies through the Washington Consensus,
this was seen as a form of reparation. The
timing of when we play our hand is important.
Additionally If reparation is about redressing
inequalities? Are we not doing that through
some of the initiatives I mentioned such as
having a more representative leadership i.e.
Stepping Up Programme and Magistracy. Is
our progress contingent on acknowledgement
(direct reference to the reparations truth and
justice campaign). We are fighting for Power
and Dignity – genuine reconciliation cannot be
done on the cheap.

Peninah
Within the backdrop of the George Floyd murder
and the BLM protests that led to the toppling of
the Edward Colston statue, you have announced
the need to have a review into Bristol’s past.
What do you consider to be the remit of this
review? Does it provide the opportunity to drive
policy and legislation through the understanding
the history of immigration for commonwealth
countries? What do you see as your role a City
Leader in delivering on this?

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
enables a human rights approach to social,
economic and environmental development,
through opportunities for poverty alleviation of
marginalised communities, and inclusive multi-
stakeholder collaboration in decision-making.
Bristol’s advocacy of the 2030 Agenda’s
seventeen Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) has recently achieved recognition, for
the design of the One City Approach and
Voluntary Local Review, e.g. commendations in
the EUROCITIES Report on SDGs for 2020.  

In that regard, public bodies remain a crucial
partner in implementing the 2030 Agenda; e.g. it
is imperative that issues of inequality and
environmental sustainability remain within the
provenance of Bristol City Council.  Partnerships
to achieve the 2030 Agenda should ensure it is
balanced, not just driven by economic growth,
which poses challenges for multi-level, multi-
sector, multi-stakeholder collaborations, e.g.
grass roots organisations and other
stakeholders. 

African Voices Forum Ltd. (AVF) illustrates one
example of a local social enterprise currently
working within the framework of the 2030
Agenda. This grass roots NGO has achieved a
foothold for Bristol’s proposed post COVID-19
recovery plan by embarking on various projects.
These include advocating thematic objectives of
the International Decade for People of African
Descent (IDPAD), the ALAM Project, and a
COVID-19 fortnightly community newsletter. 

BRISTOL'S COVID-19 RESPONSE
IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE
2030 AGENDA FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



AVF launched its fortnightly online COVID-19
Community Support Awareness Bulletin in April
2020, on the instigation of Board Members
Donna Peacock and Delwyn Thomas working
with Vice Chair David Dravie-John. The bulletin
provides health and wellbeing support in
accordance with local and national COVID-19
guidelines, which are also in accordance with
SDG 3.

 
For example, the first issue gave contact
details for extremely vulnerable individuals to
register for government assistance, and details
of social media groups for self-isolating
individuals. Subsequent issues include topics
as diverse as access to the Coronavirus 2020
Response Fund for local causes, Babassa’s
beyondcovid appeal to support vulnerable
youth, and access to food from the Malcolm X
Community Centre Food Hub. 

This illustrates an example of digital solutions
which have increasingly become a norm, but
can create and underclass of non-users of
online services. Long-term impacts and
response measures of the COVID-19
pandemic will likely exacerbate
socioeconomic marginalisation of vulnerable
African diaspora communities in the UK.
Local thought leaders are therefore
recommended to continue the proactive
stance towards post COVID-19 recovery
planning which already has been embarked
upon.

 SDGs can provide a human rights
framework for economic recovery, and it is
recommended that funding is channelled
appropriately to demonstrate this is possible.
Achievement of SDG 10 is fundamental for
implementation of the 2030 Agenda to “leave
no one behind.” Moreover, the principle of
reciprocity enables local citizens contribution
to the 2030 Agenda to improve the lives of
others globally. Equitable inclusive
community participation of local African
diaspora communities including women,
youths and other vulnerable groups, is
therefore imperative for democratic good
governance (SDG 16).

Article written by 
Ade Olaiya, M.A.

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



SPORT 
YOUNG SPORTS HEROES 
KENYANS IN BRISTOL

VINCENT
HARPER

AGE – 19 Years 

HOW DO YOU DEFINE YOURSELF  – Hard
working, highly motivated - Kenyan/Black British. 

WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO BECOME A
FOOTBALLER – When i growing up i was
surrounded very passionate football fans, which
transferred to me and over time my passion for
football to grow. 

ENJOY – I am grateful that’s its my job, and am
able to do what i love every day as well as having a
good support network around; Family and friends,
coaches, football club.

AMBITIONS- To be a successful football,
playing first team football consistently, first
team is like arsenal, under 23’s which are the
reserves, and at the highest possible level,
premier league, champions league or
international level, and also to support family
and friends

CHALLENGES – many challenges we face as
footballers, most frequent one is injury, which
can hinder your development but it is how you
bounce back from your injury that will shape
and define you as player.

ROUTINE – The night before i try and eat well
and drink fluids to hydrate, go to bed early so i
am rested in the morning, i have a good
breakfast, i relax for a bit, then have a pre-
match food (pasta, high carb, a bit of protein),
then you travel to the match, do the warm up
with the team – 30 / 45 minutes split up
between stretching and activating the body.
Changing room to get kitted up before the
match. I train 5 days a week, rest one day, one
match day. Training – consists of normal
football drills and top up of running in Fail and
from 8.30-2pm and we can also spend time in
the gym. 

ROLE MODEL – I would say my team mates
who are doing well, just because i am on the
same journey with them but just a few steps
behind. I have been able to see what they
have done to get where they are and that
inspires me to follow their footsteps and to be
successful too Advice – focus on all the factors
that will aid and help you reach your end goal,
you will need to be mentally strong and work
hard

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



AGE – 17 Years

HOW DO YOU DEFINE YOURSELF
I would describe myself as a mature
determined young man.
 
WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO BECOME A
FOOTBALLER  - I just loved playing the
game when i was young.

ENJOY – Playing well in training/matches
but also improving and getting better  
AMBITIONS– to have a professional
career in football.

CHALLENGES – Distraction from society
and outsiders but you just have to stay
focused.

ROUTINE – Always pray, have a good
breakfast and try visualise what u want to
do in the match.

ROLE MODEL – Cristiano Ronaldo because
his work rate is 100. He’s always training
and trying to get better.

ADVICE –Keep working hard stay focused
and try be the best u can be everyday.

HENRY NJONJO

SPORT 
YOUNG SPORTS HEROES 
KENYANS IN BRISTOL

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



The 2020 Nelson Mandela Prize

This is awarded every five years and recognizes
those who dedicate their lives to the service of
humanity, will go this year to Marianna
Vardinoyannis, of Greece, and Doctor
Morissanda Kouyaté, of Guinea, it was
announced on Friday. As Executive Director of
the Inter-African Committee on Harmful
Traditional Practices (IAC), Dr. Kouyaté is a
leading figure in efforts to end violenceagainst
women in Africa, including Female Genital
Mutilation (FGM). He has received several
international humanitarian awards for his work.
Dr. Kouyaté created IAC in 1984 in Dakar,
Senegal, at a time when FGM was a highly
controversial and sensitive issue for discussion.
The organization aims, through education, to
change attitudes towards the practice, and allow
all African women and children to fully enjoy their
human rights, free from the consequences of
FGM, and other harmful practices.

AFRICAN CONTINENT UPDATES

Doctor Morissanda Kouyaté, Guinea, is co-
winner of the 2020 Nelson Mandela PrizeThe President of the General Assembly, Tijjani

Muhammad-Bande, made the announcement, and
will recognize the laureates during a virtual
ceremony on 20 July, in light of the COVID-
19 pandemic. An in-person award ceremony will
take place at a later date, at UN Headquarters in
New York. 

Ms. Vardinoyannis is the founder and president of
two foundations dedicated to children: the
“Marianna V. Vardinoyannis Foundation” and
“ELPIDA Friends’ Association of Children with
cancer.” She has been involved in the fight against
child cancer for some 30 years and, thanks to her
work, thousands of children have been cured.
Notably, the ELPIDA association was instrumental
in setting up the first bone marrow transplant unit
in Greece, in 1999, and the country’s first oncology
hospital for children, in 2010. Her foundation also
supports programmes for the medical care of
refugee children and other vulnerable social
groups, human rights education, programmes, and
the fight against human trafficking.

Marianna Vardinoyannis, Greece, is co-winner of
the United Nations Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela

Prize

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



Addressing AFRICA's Nutrition
Challenges By Strengthening
Indigenous Crops 
The African Orphan Crops Consortium
(AOCC) is an international effort to improve nutrition,
productivity and climatic adaptability of some of
Africa’s most important food crops, thus helping to
decrease malnutrition and stunting among the
continent’s most vulnerable population, especially rural
children. The AOCC aims to sequence, assemble and
annotate the genomes of 100 traditional African food
crops, which will enable higher nutritional content for
society over the decades to come.

Malnutrition and stunting are common challenges that
Africa faces, where 31 of the 36 countries with a high
hidden hunger index (HHI) - a combination of iron
deficiency, zinc deficiency and vitamin deficiency - are
from the continent. The 31 countries harbour 91% of
the world’s HHI- affected preschool children. The
continent is poised to contribute 50% of the world
population in 2050, hence interventions that are aimed
at addressing nutritional challenges need to be
promoted. Climate change continues to impose
agronomic and climatic challenges of the agricultural
systems in Africa; especially to those of smallholder
farmers. To overcome these constraints, Africa needs
to continue to domesticate indigenous germplasm
which is known to be diverse and resilient to both biotic
and abiotic stress.
Unfortunately, most of Africa’s indigenous crops are
poorly studied because limited investments have been
made to research and development of indigenous
crops. They have therefore been dubbed as “orphan,
neglected and underutilised crops”.

101 crops/trees have been identified
for sequencing
Sequencing of 6 crops/tree is near
completion
Sequence data has been produced for
60 crops
150 lead African scientists have been
trained to breed high yield, nutritious
and climate-resilient crop varieties for
farmers. Of these, 33% are women and
80% have PhDs.
Partnerships have been developed
involving public, private and academia
stakeholders

The AOCC is contributing to addressing the
nutrition challenges the continent faces, by
strengthening capacity to increase production
and profits of edible crops/trees from the
indigenous and naturalised biodiversity on the
continent and making data freely available in
line with the open access policies and
agreements. Nutrition security is the top
agenda of the AOCC where research on
indigenous and naturalised crops and trees is
being promoted so that successful genetic
improvement can be carried out on them. The
goal is to integrate orphan crops into the
African food systems because they are rich in
vitamins, essential nutrients and other
micronutrients. The AOCC has to-date
achieved the following:

The AOCC was endorsed by the Africa Union
in 2011 to address the above challenges and
potential. It was established to reduce
stunting and malnutrition by providing
nutritional security through improving locally
adapted nutritious, but neglected, under-
researched or orphan African food crops. It
continues to impact food production systems
from several spheres for Africa and the
developing world in general.

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



It’s ironic that the African continent creates some
of the most positive, innovative technological
advancements, and at the same time most of its
inhabitants don’t have function broadband
capabilities. It’s been said that necessity is the
mother of invention, and in Kenya at least,
frontiers are routinely being pushed in regards
brilliant ideas positively impacting lives. The BBC
has recently run an encouraging reportage on
how computerized stock lists, mobile phone apps
and solar-powered medical boxes are bridging
the gap between rich and poor and helping those
in remote rural areas.
 
One of these startling advancements is a new
app developed by two young students at Makere
University in Kampala – “an app that matches
smartphone technology with the pinard horn,
which has been in use for over 100 years to
monitor the heart rate of unborn babies.” This
invention has placed twentieth in the recent
global Microsoft Imagine Cup. Other inspiring
ways to save lives include the  aforementioned
computerisation of medical stock lists, providing
physicians with an up-to-date inventory – often
with life or death consequences. 

Dr Felix Olale is the Executive chairman at
investment banking firm Excelsior Firm, based in
Nairobi and is also an adviser to the Kenyan
government, “If we can take technology and build
off of the infrastructure that’s already in place,
what that does, it allows us to push these at a low
investment for the amount of return that you
actually get,” he says. These pioneering ideas
are confirmation that huge amounts of investment
money are not necessary, but rather ingenuity
and the desire to positively help your community
– these are paramount. Technology, once again,
is proving to be the great modern democratiser.

If we can take technology
and build off of the

infrastructure that’s already
in place, what that does, it

allows us to push these at a
low investment for the

amount of return that you
actually get

KENYA'S TECH REVOLUTION 

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



COVID-19:
Suppoting BAME communities

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) situation is changing
rapidly and has an impact on BAME communities
in the UK. Our team has decided to provide a more
strategic response, as well as very practical
support to the BAME communities. NEW FUND |
£9.5 million Covid-19 Community Led
Organisations Recovery Scheme launched to
support community-led organisations in their
recovery from #Covid19. Apply for grants of up to
£100,000 + business support. BAME-led or BAME
supporting organisations encouraged to apply. This
£9.5m scheme, funded by @TNLComFund, is
being delivered by @peoplesbiz @localitynews
@TheSocialInvest @UbeleInitiative''

Find out more:
https://www.powertochange.org.uk/get-
support/programmes/covid-19-
community-led-organisations-recovery-
scheme/

#WENEEDANSWERS CAMPAIGN
A government review into why BAME groups are

disproportionately affected by COVID-19 isn’t enough.
We need an independent public inquiry! The

#WeNeedAnswers Campaign urges the government to
do more. Support us! 

H O W   TO   S U P P O R T
Letter To Prime Minister Boris Johnson Asking To

Support Our Call For An Independent Public Inquiry Into
The Disproportionate Impact Of Covid-19 On The Uk’s

Bame Communities
This Letter Is Open For New Signatories, If You Would

Like To Sign Please Email Us On
Weneedanswers@Ubele.Org

Climate Action - Learning
Lessons from the Lockdown -
Tuesday 8 September 12:30-
4:30pm
Managing Change, dealing with
the crisis and the new normal -
Two-part course - Tuesday 15 &
29 September 9:30– 12:30pm
Time Management, Stress
Management and Reflective
Practice - Wednesday 16
September 1 - 4pm

UPCOMING VOSCUR ONLINE
TRAINING 

COVID-19 UPDATE

THE MAJONZI COVID-19
BEREAVEMENT FUND

In collaboration with Patrick Vernon, we have
launched The Majonzi COVID-19 Bereavement

Fund to support members of the BAME
community who have lost loved ones to

COVID-19. Small grants will be provided to
help families and work colleagues, community
and faith groups to organise memorial events
and supports affected community members to

access bereavement counsellors and
therapists. 

CONTACT FOR DETAILS 

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk



In the power of community development as a
process which gives people confidence and
skills to exercise greater power in their
everyday lives
In working in partnership with other
organisations that share similar beliefs in order
to maximise resources and influence
That properly constituted community
organisations can help empower individuals
and make them contribute towards a a
cohesive and vibrant society
That racial, religious and cultural diversity adds
value to our  society, and that everyone has
the right to equality of opportunity
In the unique role of the African and African-
Caribbean community sector as part of the
broader voluntary and community sector.

PRINCIPLES AND BELIEFS
The African Voices Forum mission is informed by
the following beliefs:

African Voices Forum (AVF) is a Bristol-based
network of African and African-Caribbean
community associations/organisations, other
community organisations working to empower
Africans and African-Caribbeans to take active part
in policies and initiatives that concern them, as well
as other organisations that share and support the
forum’s values, principles, and objectives.

 

ABOUT AVF...

Afrika Eye
African Initiatives
Association of Uganda
Bristol Zimbabwean
Association
Cameroonian Association
Gambian Hidden Talent
Senegambia Association
Ghana Community Bristol (GBC)
Full Circle

OUR MEMBERSHIP

http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk

Kenya Association
Kombo Sillah Association
Nigerian Association Bristol (NAB)
Pax Productions Ltd
Savannah Development Foundation
Sierra Leone Bristol Association
(SLEBA)
Sierra Women's Independent Group
(SWIG)
Tan Teddy Folk Group
Women in Serious Endeavour
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